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Magic loves to write. However, when it comes to writing a full paper, Magic’s mind 
goes blank. He’s sent to Mr. Gray’s class for special assistance. To top that off, Mr. 
Gray points out a large spider web and dares them to walk through it. When they 
do, they enter the circus and learn how to craft a paper from beginning, middle and 
end. As soon as they figure things out, they lose the spider web. Will they be able 
to get back to school or be lost at the circus forever? Nuggets of English/Language 
Arts are in this story giving students a guide on how to write a paper.

Magic is great at Math. Yet, when it comes to telling time on a clock with two 
hands and a red thingy, he cannot get the hang of it. He goes to fun Mr. Gray’s 
EIP class for extra help. Mr. Gray takes down the clock from the wall and it grows 
into a flying saucer. They get on the unusual clock and presto – they are at the 
aquarium. Once there, can they keep the schedule by learning the hours, 
minutes, and seconds or else they will be stuck? Bits of Math are in this story 
giving students a guide on how to truly tell time the old-fashioned way.

Science is Magic’s favorite subject. After asking a lot of questions in class and still 
not understanding, he gets sent to cool Mr. Gray’s EIP class for a double lesson. 
Mr. Gray pulls in the big gray trash can from the hall and once it enters his class, 
it turns into a rocket ship that breaks the ceiling. The group zooms into the galaxy 
past the sun, moon, stars and planets. As soon as they master outer space, the 
rocket starts fading and they start falling. Can they fix the rocket in time to get 
back before school ends? Science lessons are in this story giving students a guide 
on how to comprehend life beyond earth.

Magic wants to be the President of the United States. Magic goes to amusing Mr. 
Gray’s class to learn about the three branches of government. Mr. Gray pulls out a 
rusty wand from his desk and it glows, beams a hole in the wall, and zaps them all 
into Washington D.C. They peek into people working in Congress, at the Federal 
Court, and in the White House. Learning about the legislative, judicial, and  
executive branches are cool, but the wand gets wobbly and won’t zip them home. 
Can they find a solution to get them back? Social Studies lessons are in this story 
giving students a guide on how our government works.

Magic loves going to specials. However, when he is asked to paint, Magic freezes. 
He is sent to Mr. Gray’s EIP class for special assistance along with his buddies, the 
twins, Rex and Reva. Mr. Gray has them take a walk to their playground and dares 
them to go down an eerie path. They do, and they walk to the most amazing 
amusement park. They learn the three fundamentals of painting, sketch, fill-in, 
and finish. As soon as their brushes are flowing on the canvas, the path vanishes. 
Will they get back to school or be forever trapped at the park? Parts of creating 
art is shown to teach the basic of painting. 



Grades 2-4 : Leaves Chapter Books for beginning readers include three to 
five chapters to help build literacy and motivate readers to finish longer 
stories. Colorful illustrations bring stories to life and engage readers with 
exciting plots and adventurous characters. Each series is carefully designed 
to provide students with reading skills and knowledge to become confident 
readers. These books are suitable for independent or shared reading. Notes 
to caregivers and teachers provide question prompts to encourage reader 
comprehension and extend learning. Teacher’s Guide is available.

Magic Strong loves learning new things. Problem is he does not pick-up 
subjects as easy as others. Thanks to his cool teacher, Mr. Gray, Magic is 
able to use his wild imagination to take him to fun places where he will be 
able to understand the skills he needs to succeed. Each adventure is a time 
to for students to explore and have a blast while reading. 


